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	AGE: 17
	EYE COLOR: Sapphire Blue
	HAIR COLOR: Blonde
	DISTINGUISHING MARKS 1: Small scar on her left shoulder
	RACE: Human Super
	GENDER: Female
	DOMINANT HAND: Right
	HEIGHT: 5'7"
	WEIGHT: 115
	LIKES 1: Boys, Gymnastics, Cheerleadiing
	LIKES 2: Writing, Nice clothes, southern cooking and other foods
	LIKES 3: Nice cars, various popular music. Warm rain, dancing.
	DISLIKES 1: Rude people, Arrogant boys,
	DISLIKES 2: People who pry into her or her family's affairs.
	DISLIKES 3: People who do drugs. Getting dirty.
	SKILLS 1: 
	SKILLS 2: Cooking, sewing, fashion, cheerleading,gymnastics. Horse riding
	SKILLS 3: 
	SKILLS 4: 
	LANGUAGES 1: English, some Creole some french.
	LANGUAGES 2: 
	LANGUAGES 3: 
	CHARACTER NAME: Laurie Belle Carris-Hero name Apricus
	APPEARANCE_1: Honey blonde hair, caucasian, fair complexion. Wears make-up well, like to dress up and look classy. Won a teen beauty contest in Mount Pleasant, her former home town.
	POWER AOE_1: 
	POWER RANGE_1: Herself or about fifty feet
	POWER NAME_1: Creation
	POWER NAME_2: 
	POWER RANGE_2: 
	POWER AOE_2: 
	POWER DURATION_1: 
	POWER DURATION_2: 
	POWER DESCIPTION_1: Laurie Belle can create objects out of nothing, or cause objects to dissipate and use that energy to enhance herself, her brother, and likely others, causing them to have an increase in physical power.
	POWER DESCIPTION_2: She calls herself 'Apricus' because in creole it means 'long life' referring to her ability to create things and end them. She cannot create people or animals, only objects.
	HISTORY_1: Born in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, Laurie Belle lived a rather pleasant upper class upbringing in an old mansion on what was once a plantation. As a young girl, she discovered she could make things simply by thinking about it. This caused her parents Carl and Deborah Carris great alarm. Her brother soon also began to display gifts of his own. This caused the family to be more cautious. Laurie Belle was encouraged NOT to use her gift. Then, years later, the Invasion came. Laurie Belle and her family managed to avoid being separated, but lost their home. She and her brother Jeff convinced their parents, it was time to fight. The two siblings joined a fledgling team called the Valiants. For a year  Lauirie Belle used her power to assist the Valiants in a brutal fight to save their city and state. The Valiants were torn to pieces in the last few months before the end of the Invasion. After that. Laurie Belle went underground, trying to exist only as a normal high school student. Her father lost his job as a computer programmer, but got an offer from Mackey Enterprises. The family packed up and moved to Rancho Bonito.
	PERSONALITY 1: Quite friendly and easy to get along with once you get to know her, but very guarded when questioned about anything family related or about her brother. Cautious when you meet her, though she hides it well. Loves to show off once she feels it's safe. Loves to attend parties and dances,
	CHARACTER IMAGE: 


